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Other books by the author 
Sleeper (2017)

About the book 
1943. Sleeper spy, Will Starling, has been drafted 

into the SOE, joining forces with the French 

Resistance in the fight against the Nazis; but Will’s 

memory is fractured and only occasional flashbacks 

reveal fragments of his past. Despite this, he has not 

forgotten his pledge to find and rescue his sister, 

Rose - if she is still alive. When his mission in France 

is compromised, Will suspects he’s been betrayed. 

Back in London he hears that VIPER are in league 

with the Axis powers and are developing a new and 

deadly weapon. As he and MI5 agent Anna Wilder 

set out to destroy it, their every move is anticipated 

by their enemies. Who is the mole in the British 

Secret Service? As they close in on VIPER’s Swiss 

headquarters it seems no one can be trusted. Are 

Will and Anna able to prevent the unleashing of the 

Red Storm that will bring mass destruction on a scale 

even the Nazis haven’t dreamt of?

While Will tries to save the world, Rose has become 

the key to VIPER’s future plans and is drugged to 

dull her kinetic powers. But Rose faces danger from 

an unexpected enemy and her time is running out.

About the author 
JD Fennell was born in Belfast at 

the start of the Troubles, and began 

writing stories at a young age to help 

understand the madness unfolding 

around him. A lover of reading, he 

devoured a diverse range of books - 

his early influences include Fleming, 

Tolkein, Shakespeare and the Brontës. 

He left Belfast at the age of 19 and 

worked as a chef, bartender, waiter 

and later began a career in writing for 

the software industry.  

These days he divides his time 

between London and Brighton, where 

he lives with his partner and their two 

dogs.
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The Red Storm 
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Discussion points 
• Did you know anything about the French Resistance during the Second World War 

before reading this novel? 

• Will and Rose are both young. Do you think their situation has made them mature 

quickly? 

• The book has many fast action scenes. Did you like reading these?

• What makes this book adventure writing?

• This books is the second in a series. What do you think will happen in the next 

book?

Suggested further reading 
A Treachery of Spies by Manda Scott

Nightfall Berlin by Jack Grimwood

American Spy by Lauren Wilkinson

Our Friends in Berlin by Anthony Quinn 

Useful links
J.D. Fennell – website

Belfast Telegraph – Belfast author J.D. Fennell talks writing thrillers and winning praise 

The Wilbur & Niso Smith Foundation – Q&A with J.D. Fennell

The Wilbur & Niso Smith Foundation
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